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Introduction and summary. In most theories of statistical inferences, 
the true value of the parameter in problem is attached importance. 
However there is a reasonable question about why the value of the para­
meter is concerned by statisticians. Indeed, Sverdrup [8] said “Since the 
ultimate aim of any statistical inference should be to say something 
about future random variable and consequently in making a statistical 
inference one ought to have in mind this purpose of the inference.” We 
agree with his idea and consider that it will be natural to take a tolerance 
region for statistical inference about future or missing random variables. 
In the theory of experimental designs it is well known as Fisher’s 
principle that unbiased estimates of missing plots are used as an algorithm 
for analysis of variance [2]. Statisticians facing missing plots may 
take an interest in the region which the variables would have fallen in 
if they could observe. From this point of view we propose a tolerance 
region as a prediction method of the plots.
A decision-theoretic definition of tolerance region was given by Fraser 
and Guttman [3], which we shall follow. The measure of desirability, 
we adopt here for the region, is the reciprocal of the area (or volume) 
of the region. This measure is analogous to that of confidence regions 
of the smallest length and, according to the authors’ opinion, based on 
the tendency of human being in prediction behaviour, of which the con­
cepts of likelihood also spring out. Though our measure differs from 
Fraser-Guttman’s one, the solutions of both problems coincide frequently 
with each other.
There are concerned two risks for each tolerance region, the average 
probability content and the average area (or volume) of the region. Our 
desired region is minimax relative to the average area within the class 
of tolerance regions with the average probability content not less than 
a preassigned constant I —$ (level I —s). In this article, problems are 
restricted to normal case. As Fraser-Guttman did, we shall make use of
a group of transformations admitted in our statistical problem for the 
purpose of finding the desired region.
The main purpose of this article is to give the most probable (i. e., 
minimax relative to the area) tolerance region for missing or future 
variables in linear model of experimental designs. However, as far as 
the authors know, any explicit description of invariance methods has not 
been published in an available form for our problem. Sections I and 2 
are devoted to give such a description. After some preparations from 
decision theory with two risk functions in Section I, a general method 
of constructing the most probable tolerance region is outlined in the 
light of the invariance property in Section 2. Our aimed result is stated 
in Section 3, as a direct application of the results in the preceding sec­
tions. In Sections 4 there is proposed an alternative method of finding 
the same region from a traditional standpoint of analysis of variance. 
For illustrative purpose three examples are offered, the last of which is 
from experimental designs. It does not appear to the authors that the 
prediction problem through a tolerance region of missing plots in ex­
perimental designs has been treated from the present standpoint before 
this article.
I. Preparation from decision theory. Decision problems with more 
than one risk were discussed by several authors. Among them Blyth 
[I]  established a fundamental lemma which has a very close connection 
with the problem of tolerance regions.
B l y t h ’s  Lemma. Suppose that a statistical decision problem has 0 (  3  6) 
fo r  the parameter space, D fo r the space o f  decision procedures 8 and 
two non-negative risks r^ (6, S) and I f  a procedure in ® is minimax
relative to a mixed risk rJ^ O, S; a, ^)=ar^{6, S)-\-^r^{6, S), a, /3>»0, and i f  
the equality
(I. I) Sup r„(6», a, ^) =  a  Sup r,{6, S„)+;S Sup r^d, S„)
holds, then is minimax relative to the second risk r^  in the class o f
Se® whose first risk r, is not larger than Sup r,{9, S„).
see
The proof is the same as the original one given by Blyth [I, page 
26], no matter how the structure of risks may be.
Beyond the above case, we shall consider the problem admitting 
(G, G, G), where G, G and O are groups of transformations g, g  and g  
on the sample space X, the parameter space €> and the action space J l
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onto themselves respectively, and G is isomorphic and G is homomorphic 
to G through operations g->g and g-*g.
A ssumption I. The parameter space @ is homogeneous under G.
If there is a minimax procedure relative to a mixed risk 
r„{0 , S ; a, /3), which is invariant under G, then risks are independent of 
the value of 0 under Assumption I. Therefore the equation (1.1) is 
obviously satisfied by this . Thus, owing to Blyth’s Lemma, is 
minimax with respect to the second risk within the class of S for 
which Sup r,(^ , S)^Sup ri(^ , 5„). Here it should be noticed that thesee 8£©
procedure in hand depends upon the weights cc and /S of the mixed 
risk. If, moreover, these weights can be chosen so that Sup r,(^ ,
96®
coincides with a preassigned positive e, then is a minimax procedure 
with respect to in the class {S; r^ id, for every 0 }.
Let Wi(0, a) ^ O, a£,J., be a loss function corresponding to the risk 
fi(^, )^> *' = 1 , 2 , and F(9£; &), 3ECX the probability distribution of a 
sample X  when 0 is the true value of the parameter. Since W,- and F 
should satisfy Wi(g0, ga) = Wi(0, a), « = 1,2, and F(gdc: f^)=F(3e: 0) for 
every g e G  and for in the invariant statistical problem, we shall
fix a point 0„ in ©, and use conventional notations
w,(a) = W,(0„ a), F(X) = F(X :■ 0„).
Let Z  he a measurable space on which a group G of transformations g 
is given and let G be isomorphic to the group G under g->g. If a 
mapping Z{X) of onto Z  is sufficient for the family F(H, 0) and satisfies
Z{gX) = iZ(X)
for every g ^ G  and X & 3£, then we can reduce our statistical problem on 
3C to a problem on Z  without any reduction of accuracy. From this 
point of view, we shall state a general description under the following
Assumption 2. There is a I: I correspondence of G onto 3 C.
In this case we denote by the element of corresponding to the 
unit of G. For the brevity we shall write F(J)=^F(JXo) for any mea­
surable /Xo and JC^G.
Consider functions of a :
bt(a; J) = ^Wi(ga)F(dg), i = 1,2,
and
K(a; /, «, ^  = ab,(a; J) +^b,(a; / )
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for every subset J  of G, for which JX^ is measurable in
A ssumption 3. G is a locally compact, a--compact metrizable group, 
and for every Borel subset /  of G the set JX^ is measurable in
A ssumption 4. For any pair {ct, /3) of positives, b^(a; G, a, /3) attains 
its  minimum B{a, at O =  Oq. And, moreover, for any s > 0 ,  there 
ex ists  a compact subset /  of G such that
: /. /3) >  B{cc, /3) -  S for every a e ^ .
Assumption 5. For any compact subset /  of G and for any s > 0 ,  
there exists; a compact subset K oi G such that
Mif) > 0  and
where /* is the right invariant Harr measure on G.
Combining Blyth’s Lemma and an invariance theorem in a previous 
paper [5] by Kudo, we have.
T heorem I. Under Assumptions I to ^ an invariant non-randomized 
procedure a(gXo) =gciG is minimax relative to the second risk rJ^ O, S) within 
the class of procedures S whose first risk r.^ {0, S) is uniformly dominated
by ii(ac; G), where ri{6, =Ee i ,Wi{0, a)S(Ja; X) , and Egistheaverage
J J
operator relative to F(X', 6 ).
This is an extension of Hunt-Stein-Lehmann’s theorem [ 6 ; Theorem 
9.1]. Weslar [10] proved a more general conclusion under more re­
stricted assumptions than our Theorem I. He assumed that the action 
space ^  is a separable metric space and that {a: W(d, a)^c} is compact 
in for any positive c. But this assumption is too restricted to apply 
Weslar’s theorem to the problem of the most probable tolerance regions. 
Stein announced a theorem in his unpublished paper [7], which we presume 
as Theorem I.
Kiefer [4] obtained a quite similar theorem to Kudo’s. Kiefer’s 
Assumption 4 [page 580 of 4] differs from the above Assumption 4 only 
in the methods of approximation. Examples satisfying Assumption 5 are 
given in Theorem 2.1 of [5], among which only the following group is 
used in the later section: Let V be an additive group of ife-vectors b 
and M  a multiplicative group of positive numbers a. G is the direct 
product of V and M, in which the product operation between elements
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{a,b) and {c, d) is defined as (a, b){c, d) = (ac, ad+b), a, ce M, b, d eV .  
The group G thus defined may be regarded as the gruop of the affine 
transformations
{a, b)X = aX+PPJ)
of X  in Euclidean «-space i?” where P is a given («x s)-matrix, rank 
P==k, and Pj a (^x5)-matrix composed by a fixed set of k linearly in­
dependent row vectors of P.
2. Invariant problem of tolerance regions. In the problem of 
tolerance regions, there must be considered, besides G and G, the third 
group C of transformations i  on the space ^  of missing variables Y  
onto itself, which is homomorphic to G by the mapping g ^ g .
A ssumption 6 . i) There are a o--finite measure X on ^  and a mea­
surable real positive function on 6  such that A-(^ a)=<^ )(^ )X(a) for any 
g&C and any
ii) Y  is statistically independent of X  and the probability distri­
bution of F when 6  ^ is true has a generalized density function f { Y : 
relative to X, for which f{gY, O^)'PU) is measurable on G xY .
iii) gda = g'^o implies (f>{g) = (f>{g').
Under this Assumption we can easily verify that <p{gg')=''P{g)4’ig') 
and the generalized density of Y  when gOf, is true is f i g Y : Oa)4>(g)- 
We shall denote for the convenience f (Y )= f{Y ;  O^ .
According to Fraser-Guttman’s definition, we may take as an action 
space JL the class of all measurable subsets a of It may be allowed 
to take for a family of measurable subsets of Jl  an arbitrary one, e. g., 
the <r-ring of the finite subsets. For the loss functions^’ adequate to our 
problem we shall take the following ones:
w,{a) = [ H-CaiY))f{Y)X{dY),
(2. 1)
= X(a),
where Co(F) is the indicator function of a. 1  — a) is called as the 
probability content and WJ^ O, a) as the relative area (or volume) of the
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1) Such a measure is not always unique.
2) Weiss [9] treated the theory of decision functions with a loss function 
containing the future or missing random variables Y. If we follow his idea, 
we should take Wi{d,a, F )= l-C a (F ) and Wj^6(,,0L, F)=;t(a) for the loss func­
tions. However it is clear that W,{d, a)-=El{W,{d, a, F)], /=1, 2.
region a.
Definition I. A decision procedure 8 for this problem is called a 
tolerance region o f  level I —s, if r-^ (d, S) for all 0 e@.
Definition 2. A  tolerance region of level I —s is said to be most 
probable, if Sup rJ^ O, has a minimum value at S = in the class of alle
tolerance regions of level I —s.
For the later application, it remains to show that Assumption 4 holds 
in normal case for the two losses Wj and defined in (2 . 1 ).
Assumption 4'. i) / ( F )  is bounded,
ii) is integrable relative to F,
iii) for any s^O and for any compact subset K oi C there is a 
subset S of F such that
(2.2) X(S) -< 0 0  and f( iY )< ^s ior  every i ^ K  and Y ^ S  .
Lemma. Under Assumptions 6 and 4', Assumption 4 holds for the 
losses defined in (2 . 1 ).
Proof. In this proof we shall write i f ( / ) = j  <P{g)F{dg)- By the 
definition of and Assumption 6, we have
bla-, / , ^  = ciFU) + \j^{^-(^f{gY)m g)X {dY)F {dg) .
It follows from Fubini’s theorem that
bla aF(J) + \m { J ) - c ^ \ / ig Y ) H { d g ) ) X { d Y ) .
Hence b„(a; / ,  cx, /S) attains its minimum at
a = = [y : m { J )  ^cz^f{gY)H (dg)]  .
Let M  be an upper bound of /(F ) and e a positive number less than 
/3N(G)/(^+<x(If(G)+M)). Since G is cr-compact, there is a compact subset 
K of G such that H{K)'^H{G)—s. By Assumption 4', iii), we can choose 
an 5 such that (2.2) holds. Therefore we have for F^S
« ( fiiY)H{dg) = a \ f{gY)H{dg) +CC \ f(iY)H{dg)
Jj J/oiT J J-K
= aeH{Jr\K)+aMH{J-K)
<as{H{G)+M)
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provided that H(G)-s. This shows that QjdS  for every
for which H(G )-s. Let /  be a compact subset of G such that
H (J )> H(G)- e /X(S) and F ( / ) > l - e .  Since HiJ)X{aj)yH{G)X{aj)-s 
and \A g Y )H {d g )^^J{g Y )H (d g ),  we have
; / .  > *o(a/; G, a, 0 ) - { a + ^ £
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Since ( ( figw)<p(g)F(dg)X(dw)JaJG
the integral
( \^f{Y)X{dY)F{dg),JGJga
Kw) = \/{gw)4>{i)F{dg)
is a generalized density function of the marginal distribution of g~^Y  
relative to X.
By taking a positive number k such that
k <^h{w)} s. ^X {w  : k^h{w)}
and a real c(0 < c ^ l )  chosen conveniently for s, we have the most prob­
able tolerance region
k C K t ^ Y ) } - . g X , ) ^ l - c  
 ^  ^ S({F: k < h { t ^ Y ) ) : g X , ) ^ c
of level I —s. Thus we have
T heorem 2. Under Assumptions 1—3, 4', 5 and 6 , there is the most 
probable tolerance region (2.3) of level I—£. Here k and c can be chosen 
conveniently to the level I —e.
Fraser and Guttman [3] consider another probability content relative 
to an alternative distribution Q of Y, instead of the area of the region. 
Under such considerations they developped their discussion of tolerance 
regions in a similar way to ours. However any extension of Hunt-Stein- 
Lehmann’s theorem is not needed for the application to their problem,
because of the finiteness of their second risk j (I—
3. Linear model with missing: variables. Let P, Q and U be three 
matrices of type (mxs), (nxs) and (nxm), respectively, in which m ^ s ,
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rank P = rank = k ^ s  and Q = UP. Suppose that a statistician is[ P '
.QJ
requested to give the most probable tolerance region of level I —s for 
missing variables Y  after the other variables X  have been already 
observed in a design of experiment:
(3.1)
-X- -P-
-F- -Q-
B+e.
Here it is assumed that is a random (m + M)-vector whose coordinates 
are mutually independent and normally distributed with mean zero and 
unknown variance and that B is an unknown 5-vector. This problem 
is invariant under the group G of all affine transformations
‘ ah  ■
-X- -a{X+Pb)-
-Y- -a{Y+Qb).
, 0 < i a  and b £ R \  
A statistic Z{X) =  {Zi(X), Z^(X)) is defined as
Z,{X) = VX'C.X  and Z^(X) = C ,X ,
where is the projection operator to the linear subspace spanned
by the column vectors of P  in and Ci = I„j {unit) —C^ . This statistic 
Z{X) is sufficient for the problem and satisfies
Z(r„,X) = («Z,(X), a{Z lX)+P b)) ,
because of CiP==O and C^P-P.
In this case we shall take Lebesgue measure for X of Assumption 6. 
Then it is directly seen that 4>{rai,)=a. Therefore our second loss becomes 
a) = o-*X(o).
Assumptions I—3 and 5 are easily verified, when the range of Z(X)  
is considered as a sample space. Assumption 4' is also clear, because
and
The distribution of isV  ^  L^ iX.
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1 2 1 '
n  dWi,
where '2,=EXiY—UC^X){Y~UC^X)'']. Therefore our desired region is
(F -C /C ,Z y2-(F -t/C ,Z )^  n p
Since (Y -U C ,X ) '^ - \Y -U C ,X )  and X'C,X are distributed independently 
and accordingly to chi-square distributions and is chosen to
be the e point of FZ- 1 distribution.
T heorem 3. The most probable tolerance region o f level ( 1 - e )  for  
the missing random variable Y  in the linear model (3 .1) is given by the 
set o f all Y  for  which
(3.2) ( F -  U C ^X yi,- \Y -  UC,X) n F,.X'C,X,
m—k
where is the s point o f Fm-k distribution.
4. A ltern ative  m ethod from  the standpoint o f analysis o f  variance. 
The same problem as the previous section will be treated from another 
standpoint based on the analysis of variance. In this section the basic 
space is taken as Euclidean (m + w)-space First we shall introduce
some notations for the later use.
is a unit {m + n)x{m + M)-matrix and
, Ln =
If M  and N  are {m + n)xs  matrices, denote by L(M) the linear subspace 
spanned by the column-vectors of M, and by L^{M) the Unear subspace 
of L(M) orthogonal to L{N).
Consider the following decomposition of
(4.1) i?'”+” = L
where 0 means the direct sum, L
-P- I -P O - ^  I -I»TS> -
-Q- ®^C|] -O In- ® Lrp O I Lo i„J -O/Jn-
is the estimation space of the linear
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model (3.1) and T"" 
Lo i„l
is the error space in the case when wer/. O 
.0 / J
have observed X  only. The projective operators to these subspaces are 
denoted as follows.
Projective operator subspace 
X O I
"•ra-o /.
rank
k
n
m—k
where is the projective operator to L[P] in Section 3. These 
/ = 1,2,3, are mutually orthogonal idempotents and + + •
Denote the quadratic forms
-c, O- _L -In. O -
3^ = Im.-
.0 O- K r , J .0 In-
-X- / -X- -Z- / -X- -X- / -X-
-Y- -Y- ) S2 — -F- 2^ -Y- > Sg — .Y . 63 -F-
(4.2) S,==
Then we have the analysis of variance corresponding to the decomposi-
C
tion (4.1). It can be seen that — / = 1,2,3, follow independently chi-
square distribution »;), 0), X\m —k, 0), respectively, where
%\oc, |S) means chi-square distribution with a  degrees of freedom and non-
central parameter /S and 97=!' 'P' ' «1 r^i
.Q. -Q-
Thus we have the following statement.
(4 . 3) Pr\ ^  F„] = 1 - 5  for all f  and ,
where is the s point of distribution. The set | f :
^   ^ F0S3 \ gives the most probable tolerance region of level I —s.
m—k )
It can be easily shown that and in (4.3) are the same as 
(Y -U C ,X Y ^ - \Y -U C ,X )  and X'C,X in (3.2), respectively.
Remark. Consider a linear model
r X i  rOn ^
and a hypothesis H^ :  ^= 77
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- X - - P -
- F - - Q -
i + e .
Decomposition of R ’"+" into estimation space, conditional error space 
and error space is given as follows:
R ”
■P  O t
.0 q]®) L r - P  0-1Lo oJ .
r i m  O
O I„.
Denote by e,-, « = 1,4,5 the projective operators to these subspaces. By 
using e^  and e^ , we can derive a tolerance region for Y  but it does not 
coincide with (3.2) so long as rank Q<^m.
5. Examples
5.1. Consider sampling from the univariate normal distribution
O-^ ). Let Xi,---, Xm be observed random variables and let y  he a 
future random variable from the same distribution a^ ). In this case, 
the projective operators are given as follows:
=
I
m + 1
- I  I 
- i  i
1 -
i -
m
T l  -  I  O
1 - 1 0  
0 - 0  0
rank e, =  I ,  
rank 62 =  I ,
rank e, = m —1 .
By using the notations in section 4,
(5.1) ( m - l ) f - < F „
gives us the tolerance region for y, where the left hand side of (5.1) is 
the square of r  (known as Thompson’s t ). The set { F : S2^ F J { m —l)>S^} 
coincides with the set given by Fraser and Guttman [3].
5.2. Our method can be applied to the prediction for future obser­
vations in regression analysis.
5. 3. The tolerance region for missing plots in a general blook design 
is given by our method. By virtue of rank P=k<^s,  calculation of C/ 
becomes a little troublesome. In order to show the procedure in an 
actual case, let us consider a block design in which the incidence matrix 
N  is given as follows:
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N =
- 1 1 0  1-1 
- I  I I  OJ ’
where N=(H^j) and means the number of observations at («, y)-cell. 
There are two missing plots in this matrix. The observed values 
and missing values Y= (y ,, y^ ) are arranged as follows:
X, X^ y, X^
• ^5 -
The model assumed here is
r ^ i X, I [P '
X. .Q.
4^
yi
l:v2 ,
fl O i I  O O O 
I O i O l O O  
I O i O O O l  
O l i l O O O  
O l i O l O O  
O l i O O l O
I O i O O l O
O l i O O O l
Bi
Vi
V2
%
Vi
+
-Pr P f - i -
-Qi Qs- - V-
+ 6  (say).
In order to find the projective operators we need a decomposition of 
the linear space.
rP-i
-O-
vP.-x
-O-
®L, ■Pr P.
O O J ’
Projective operators to these spaces are denoted by C„ C^, and in 
this order, for which C, = + and rank Cj= 5 and
Cj3 =
J O O J O O i
O J O O J O i
O O l O O O i
J O O J O O i O
O J O O J O i
O O O O O l i
O : O
C„ =
1 I O - I - I O i
I I O - I - I O i
O O O O O O i O
I - I O I I O i
I - I O I I O i
O O O O O O i
i O
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On the other hand, for the decomposition
. r P
\Q .
= L ■Pr P. 
Qi Q,.
= L
-
p , p .
Qi Qr
the projective operators to the two subspaces in the right hand side are 
denoted by and e,,, where e,=ei^-\-eu, and rank e,=5. Herewehave
and
1^2 — 2
f l O O I O O O Ol
O I O O I O O O
O O I OOO O I
I I O O I OO O O
O I O O I O O O
O O O OO I I O
O O O OO I I O
O O I O O O O ij
— ¥
( I  I  I  O O O I  Ol l l l l l l l l )
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 l l l l l l l l
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 l l l l l l l l
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 I l l l l l l l l
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 l l l l l l l l
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 l l l l l l l l
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 l l l l l l l l
0 0 0 1 1 1 0  1, l l l l l l l l )
e2=/.2-e, +  Ci=/.2-eii-gi2 + Cii + Ci2, rank 6^=2, e , = I , . - C „  rank e, =  l.  
By substituting these things into (4. 2),
S3 =  — (X,-X,-Xt+X^y,  and 
4
2 { x i + X ^ - X ^ - X ^ + X ^ + X ^ - y , +  y^Y
+ {-x,-x^+3x,+x,+x^+x,~yi-Sy^y
+ {x,+x^+x^-x.-x^+Sx^  + 3y,-y^f
Thus, from (4. 3) of Section 4, the tolerance region for Y is an ellipse 
of the form
{ y i ~ A f + ^ { y - A ) { y , - B )  +  { y , ~ B y < c ,
where A  and B are the functions of X  that are the minimum variance 
unbiased linear estimates of the means of the variables y, and y .^ It 
should be noticed that, in spite of the independence of the original random 
variables y,  and y ,^ the tolerance region is a form of contour of nega-
tively correlated normal variates (with correlation coefficient — ^  which 
depends on the position of missing plots in N).
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